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Abstract 
Sksll and odd-even effects in fission have been largely studied until now. 

The structure in fragment mass, charge and kinetic energy distributions of 
fragments were interpreted as shell and even-odd effects. In this paper, we 
want to show that the discret change of fragment charge symmetry should 
produce also str':'Jures in those distribution 

1 Introduction 
The structure in mass, charge and kinetic energy distributions in low energy fis
sion have been interpreted as shell and odd even effects of fragments [l,2j. Several 
authors have measured those distributions for actinides systems {3,4,5.6.7.8 9' at 
low excitation of fragments where those effects are more evident. (See for a review 
papers in ref. [10,1 lj). The aim for both experimental and theoretical works in 
fission is to understand the process from saddle to scission point. The difficulty 
of this task is due to the fact that the fragments are measured after de-excitation 
by neutron and gamma emission. So the first step would be to describe the scis
sion configurations and then to deduce the probable ways from saddle to scission. 
Nevertheless, using a HFB-method,J.F. Berger et al. have calculated the potential 
energy landscape for the U0Pu system (12): A fission valey and a fusion valley, 
separated by a ridge,were found in that landscape. In the fission descent a jump 
from the fission valley is predicted. 
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2 Odd-even Effects 

The odd-even effects in charge, 6Z, and neutron number, ON, distributions defined 
as [13] 

Zy _Z y 

62 = ^i (1) 

S N = ^ i y a (2) 
suggested that a significative fraction of iission events ends at scission with no 
nucléon pair breaking. But it was shown that even in the hypothesis that there 
is always a nucléon pair breaking before scission, one can obtain odd-even effects 
in charge and neutron number distributions. Even more it has been shown [1-1,15] 
that the fraction of fission events with odd-odd fragments is given by 

Poo^-ll-rSA-SZ-SN) (3) 
4 

Taking the results of Quade et al. [16;, SZ = 0.46 and i5,V = 0.11 for -ZiU and 
£ t = 112 MeV, one obtains Poo = 0.11. This result means that 11% of fragments 
are odd-odd nuclei for that window in kinetic energy of light fragments. For these 
odd-Z-odd-N fagmentations at least two nucléon pairs have to be broken. 

Several authors have experimentally found odd-even effects in kinetic energy 
in function of fragment charge. But these effects are also compatible with the 
hypothesis that there is no fission events without nucieon pair breaking before 
scission. 

Let be Qki the probability that a fission event will result in k broken proton 
pairs and / broken neutron pairs before scission. Let us consider the case given by 
the matrix 

0 1 1 1 

Q = 
l 

10 
i i i i 
0 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 

(4) 

It is easy to see that [15] 

SZ 

6N 

SA 

0.3 

0.1 

0. 

If one suppose that each pair breaking means a shift of SE in the average total 
kinetic energy, the odd-even effect on this energy, SE, will be SE = 1.2SE 

In other words, odd-even effects are not an evidence of a superfluid process in 
fission. 



3 Influence of fragment deformation 
It was found that some fragmentations correspond to fragment with very low 
excitation energy. The most compact scission configuration was probably obtained 
for the fragments 1 0 4 iV /o / 1 2 0 5n in the reaction 2 3 3 !7(ni / , , / ) . For these fragments 
a configuration without deformation energy, corresponding to the light fragment 
deformation ft = 0.3 and the heavy fragment deformation e/j = 0, is predicted. 
The configuration is formed by the two spheroidal fragments with 2 fm of inter-
fragment distance and the deformation ene.gy is calculated taking into account 
shell and pairing corrections [14,17|. See Fig. 1. 

The configuration with no deformation energy is possible if for the two frag
ments in their ground state, the Coulomb interaction energy, C, is equal to the 
available energy, obeying the equation. 

£> = Q - C = 0 (5) 

If the fragments have a lower (in the oblate direction) or a higher(in the prolate 
direction) deformation, the most compact configuration will not correspond to 
C=Q. This could be easily seen in the Fig. 2. For the above mentioned reasons, 
one can conclude that the influence of deformation is not so simple. It is not 
enough to have prolate deformed fragments to obtain the no excited fragments. 

4 Coulomb Effects 
Let be ZL/Zn and (Zt, — l)/(Zjj — 1) the two charge fragmentations for the same 
mass ratio, An/An. If one takes that two charge fragmentations in a configuration 
having the same fragment deformation, one obtains Coulomb interaction energies, 
CzL,CzL.i, with the following ratio: 

CU _ ZLZH . . 

CzL-i (ZL - l)(ZH + 1) U 

The Coulomb interaction in the scission configuration for fission of actinides is 
approximately equal to 200 MeV. The difference (CZl_ — CzL-i) is about 2 MeV. 
The potential energy of the scission configuration for ZL — 1 will be shifted of - 2 
MeV from the potential energy corresponding to Zi. This shift enlarge the phase 
space of the more asymmetric charge fragmentation. In Fig. 3 one can see that for 
ZL — 1 one will get more compact scission configurations but also more deformed 
configurations. In others words, higher maximal value of kinetic energy and lower 
minimal value of kinetic energy. Because the phase space is larger the yield of 
ZL — 1 will be higher than the corresponding to ZL-
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In order to test Coulomb effects one has to take fragmentations with the same 
Q-values and the same deformation properties. Of course there must be several 
other influences but systematic comparison of calculated Coulomb interaction en
ergy influence on potential energy with experimental results on mass, charge and 
kinetic energy of fission fragments show a reasonable agreement. 

5 The most compact scission configuration 
The most compact scission configuration is defined as the configuration having the 
maximal value of Coulomb interaction energy. The calculated most compact con
figuration - obeying the balance energy equation - is conformed by two fragments 
having no intrinsic excitation energy and no pre-scission kinetic energy. As we 
said before a very exceptional calculated configuration of no excited fragments has 
oen obtained for the system ( 1 M M o , l î 0 Sn). Most of the scission configurations in 
low energy fission of actinides are conformed by non zero fragment deformation 
energy. 

The maximal value of Coulomb energy for the two charges ZL with the highest 
Q-values (l8j, for several mass ratios, was calculated for the reaction -zzU(ntk, / ) . 
In order to avoid any shell or odd even effect in the calculated curve, the liquid 
drop deformation energy was used for each fragment (19]. See Fig. 4 . When 
the two highest Q-values are equal, the higher CmaI corresponds to the lower Zi. 
When the lower Q-value corresponds to the lower ZL the difference between the 
C„,ai-values is higher than the difference between the Q-values. The odd-even 
effects on the Q-values are reproduced by the calculated C m i J S -values. The trends 
of Cnuj-values exhibit shoulders at /I t = 97 — 99. Experimental results do not 
show odd-even effects on TKEma* but shoulders in the TKEma- curve are present 
in the mentioned mass range. 

6 Conclusion 
It was shown that odd-even effects in fission are not a conclusive experimental 
proof of superfluidity. Structure in mass, charge and kinetic energy of fragments 
are produced by several influences. Shell effects could push the configuration 
out of the most compact configuration. Coulomb effect produced by the discret 
variation of fragment charge could explain in part the structure in the mentioned 
distribution, in particular the enlargement of deformation limits, in other words 
in the enlargement of the phase space. 
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Figure 1: Equipotential energy (full line) as a function of deformation at sciss.on 
of the fragmentation l w . V / o / ' M 5 n . The fragment deformation are represented 
by the Nilsson parameter e. The dashed Une is the equi-Couiomb interaction 
energy pacing by the configuration corresponding to the most compact config
uration permitted by the Q-value=204.J MeV. The most compact configuration 
is formed by the light fragment with , = 0.3 and the heavy fragment with i = 0.. 
Both fragments are, by chance, in their ground state. 
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Figure 2: Influence of fragment deformation on the most compact icifsion con
figuration. The configuration with deformation energy equal to zero is only 
possible if Coulomb interaction energy, C„„,s, is equal to Q-valu^s when frag
ment are m their ground state. Any shift to the oblate deformation or to the 
more prolate deformation will produce a lower C„lltI 
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Figure 3: Total deformation energy (D) and Coulomb interaction energy (C) of 
scission configuration limited by the total available energy [Q) for the fragmen
tation DGSr/lwXe (from ref. [lj). Deformation is defined as the au.r, of ratios of 
major to minor semiaxis of the fragmenta. Tiie charge ratio Z^-Zu is equal to 
38/34. If one assumes a second charge fragmentation [ZL- 1)/(Z(,* - I) = 37 05 
having the same Q-value one will obtain a C ^ j ' - v a l u e higher than the one cor
responding to the first fragmentation, C^lx. It will be also obtained a lower 
minimal value of Cmtn for the more assy metrical char ce fragmentation. 
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Figure 4: The two highest Q-values (thick full and dashed lines) taken from 
ref. [1S| as a function of AL and the corresponding C . ^ values (thin full and 
dashed lines) for the reaction 23ZU(nth, / ) . Ellipsoidal fragments and the liquid 
drop energy are used to calculate deformation and Coulomb energies. Figure 
from ref. [19|. 


